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Using a semiclassical approach we derive a general expression for the quantum-limited linewidth of a
single-mode laser. We include both nonuniform properties of the laser medium and localized losses at mirrors
and apertures. For such systems the transverse modes are known to be nonorthogonal, giving rise to an
enhancement of the laser noise. The transverse factor varies, in general, along the propagation direction. The
combination of transverse and longitudinal noise enhancement is far from trivial. In particular, we show that
for an aperture in the cavity, the transverse excess noise factor is the geometric mean of the factors pertaining
to the two regions in which the aperture divides the cavity.@S1050-2947~98!06112-5#


























































Spontaneous emission is the fundamental noise sourc
lasers. In the ideal case of small output coupling, negligi
internal losses, and uniform field intensity, the Schawlo






Here,Pout is the laser output power andG0 is the decay rate
of the laser cavity@1#. In the presence of nonuniform loss o
gain, the propagation operator describing the field travers
the laser cavity is nonunitary. This generally destroys
orthogonality of the laser modes. This nonorthogonality
sically arises from loss-induced mode coupling. It can
demonstrated@2# that this leads to an enhancement
spontaneous-emission noise in the lasing mode. A first
cussion of the effect was given by Petermann@3# in the spe-
cial case of gain-guided semiconductor lasers. The non
form gain profile is equivalent to an imaginary potential
the Schro¨dinger equation. It causes the transverse mod
un(r), to obey a modified orthogonality conditio
*drunum5dnm in terms of a scalar product without a com
plex conjugate.@Throughout this paper, we denote asr
5(x,y) the transverse coordinates of a light field propag
ing in thez direction.# The excess noise factorK arises when
expanding the spontaneous-emission field in the set of mo
which are nonorthogonal in the usual sense. When the la





The property of nonorthogonality of the transverse mode
not restricted to gain-guided semiconductor lasers. In g
eral, the set$un(r)% will be nonorthogonal in the presence
nonuniform gain or losses in the transverse direction, t
leading to an enhancement in the noise@2#. Large transverse
nonorthogonalities, for example, can arise from spillover



















@4–6#. It has been shown that even for stable laser resona
large excess noise is possible when apertures give ris
large diffraction losses@7–9#.
In a similar fashion, a noise-enhancement factor ari
when the noise field from spontaneous emission acquire
varying amplitude during propagation through the laser c
ity during a round trip, due to the combined action of ga
and loss@10–12#. In the absence of gain saturation, the co
responding enhancement factor can likewise be expresse
terms of the overlap of nonorthogonal longitudinal mod




with R1 and R2 the intensity reflectivities of the two en
mirrors. Theories describing the effect of axially inhomog
neous media on the laser linewidth have been develope
several groups@10,15,16#. The excess noise factor has be
studied experimentally, both for longitudinal@17,15# and
transverse nonorthogonality@18–20#.
The combination of transverse and longitudinal contrib
tions to the enhancement of spontaneous-emission noise
also received some attention. When the field distribution
the product of a transverse and a longitudinal distributi
the noise enhancement is well described by the prod
KTKL @10#. When the laser waveguide and the gain are u
form in the longitudinal direction, a generalized express
for the enhancement factor in terms of three-dimensio
overlap integrals of the field distribution has been justifi
@21,22#. For the case that the gain and loss coefficients v
in this direction, an expression for the enhancement fac
has been derived in terms of integrals involving the positio
dependent material coefficients@23#.
In the present paper we discuss the effect of longitudi
and transverse inhomogeneities on the excess noise facto
particular, the effect of optical elements such as aperture
considered. We allow for apertures inside the resona
which may divide the laser medium in two parts with a d
ferent transverse excess noise factor. We take advantag
the close analogy between the propagation of light bea































4938 PRA 58KRISTA JOOSTEN AND GERARD NIENHUISII. PARAXIAL WAVE EQUATION
We describe the laser cavity as a resonator filled wit
medium with a dielectric constant«(v,rW) that depends on
both frequency and position. It is convenient to describe
oscillating field in a standing-wave resonator as a trave
wave in the corresponding unfolded periodic lens gui
when each of the end mirrors with finite reflectivityR is
replaced by a lens with transmittivityR @24,2,25#. In this
way, a standing-wave cavity with lengthL is replaced by a
lens guide with period 2L as sketched in Fig. 1. Here w
have assumed that the cavity contains no reflecting op
elements in between the end mirrors. The case of a trave
wave in a ring laser can be described by the same m
system, where 2L is the round-trip distance.
Starting from Maxwell’s equation
¹W 3~¹W 3EW !52m0] t
2DW , ~2.1!
we make the paraxial approximation by substituting for
light beam propagating in the positivez direction
EW ~rW,t !5ReeWE→~rW,t !e
i ~kz2vt !. ~2.2!
Polarization effects are ignored by assumingeW to be uniform.
The amplitudeE→ is supposed to vary slowly as a functio
of z and t, so that its second derivative can be neglect
Hence we may write
¹W 3~¹W 3EW !5ReeWei ~kz2vt !~k2E→22ik]zE→2]r
2E→!.
~2.3!
When the dielectric constant« varies little over the band
width of the light field, thenth time derivative of the dis-
placement can be expressed as
] t
nDW 5«0Re eW @~2 iv!
n«~v!E→~ t !
1~2 i !n21]v„v
n«~v!…] tE→~ t !#e
i ~kz2vt !.
~2.4!
This generalizes the result derived by Milonni in the casen
51 @26#. Substituting Eqs.~2.3! and~2.4! for n52 into Eq.
~2.1! gives the paraxial wave equation for a light beam tra
eling to the right down the effective lens guide. We find












«gr~v!] tE→ . ~2.5!







2S 12 v2«c2k2D E→ . ~2.6!
In Eq. ~2.5! we used the notation«gr5«1
1
2 v]v« for the
group refractive index at the field frequency. Notice that t
group velocity is given byvgr5cA«/«gr . For simplicity we
will assume«gr and the group velocity to be real. The~real!
value ofv andk can be selected such thatck/v is equal to
some average of the real refractive index of the medium
the steady state, where] tE→50, the wave equation~2.5! is
identical in form to the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. The propagation coordinatez plays the role of time, and
the transverse coordinate mimics position. A large dielec
constant serves as a potential well. Since we allow«(v) to
be complex, the effective potential is also complex in ge
eral. A positive imaginary part represents losses, and g
corresponds to a negative imaginary part of«(v). Index or
gain guiding can be expressed by ther dependence of«.
The time derivative in Eq.~2.5! ensures that a localized wav
packet propagates at the group velocity.
In the same way, a beam propagating in the negativz
direction can be described by substituting
EW ~rW,t !5Re eWE←~rW,t !e
2 i ~kz1vt ! ~2.7!





«gr~v!] tE← . ~2.8!
The effect of optical elements, such as mirrors, lens
and apertures, can be described by a multiplicative fac
x(r). Whenz1 is a position just to the right andz2 is to the




For a nonabsorbing lens, or a perfectly reflecting mirror,
factor x has absolute value 1, so that it only applies a ph
factor to the beam. A hard-edged aperture is modeled sim
by setting x51 for a transverse coordinater within the
opening andx50 outside it.
For convenience we represent the transverse field di
bution E→(r,z) or E←(r,z) as a state vector, which w
denote asuE→(z)& or uE←(z)&, just as in quantum mechan
ics. The fields may be viewed as the wave functions in
ordinate representation, so thatE→(z,r)5^ruE→(z)& and
E←(z,r)5^ruE←(z)&. Then the propagation of a light beam
can be expressed in terms of propagation operators@27,2#. In
















































where thez dependence of the Hamiltonian arises from t
variation of« in the propagation direction. The transform
tion of the state vectors across an optical element can l
wise be expressed as a linear operator. Obviously, in
presence of absorption this operator is not unitary, and w
it blocks the light completely outside the opening, the ope
tor is not invertible: knowledge ofuE→(z1)& is not sufficient
to reconstructuE→(z2)&.
When the transverse field patternE→(z1 ,r), or equiva-
lently the state vectoruE→(z1)&, is known for a given value
of z1 , the field pattern for all valuesz2.z1 follows from the
evolution equation~2.10!, combined with the transformatio
operators across all optical elements betweenz1 andz2 . The
relation can be expressed in terms of a linear propaga
operatorÔ→(z2 ,z1), so that
uE→~z2!&5Ô→~z2 ,z1!uE→~z1!&. ~2.11!
Likewise, propagation to the left can be written as
uE←~z1!&5Ô←~z1 ,z2!uE←~z2!&. ~2.12!








Ô←~z1 ,z2!5 iĤ ~z1!Ô←~z1 ,z2!
in between optical elements, and their transformation ove
optical element is determined by the operatorx̂. In the in-




The boundary conditions areÔ→(z1 ,z1)5 Î 5Ô←(z2 ,z2),
with Î the unit operator.
In the presence of absorption or gain, the HamiltonianĤ
is not Hermitian, and eachÔ is not unitary. On the othe
hand, since the non-Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian resu
only from the complex effective potential, it is easy to veri
that Ĥ5ĤT, where the transpose operatorĤT is defined by
^ruĤT~z!ur8&5^ruĤ†~z!ur8&!5^r8uĤ~z!ur&. ~2.15!









In coordinate representation, these operators give the pr
gation kernels for propagation to the left or to the right, w
the relation
K→~z2 ,r2 ;z1 ,r1!5^r2uÔ→~z2 ,z1!ur1&
5^r1uÔ←~z1 ,z2!ur2&
5K←~z1 ,r1 ;z2 ,r2!. ~2.17!
Here we assumed that the optical elements and the diele
constant« are independent of the propagation direction. T
relation, for example, would not be satisfied in the prese
of Doppler broadening in a lens guide with a flowing ga
medium.
Relation ~2.16! between the propagation operatorsÔ→
andÔ← determines the biorthogonality relation between t
eigenmodes propagating in the two directions, as will b
come clear in the subsequent section. To conclude
present section, we point out that the overlap of the tra
verse field patterns corresponding to the light beamsE→ and
E← is independent of the longitudinal coordinatez. By using





which implies that the integral*drE←(z,r)E→(z,r) is in-
dependent ofz. This relation is valid under quite genera
conditions for counterpropagating beams through media
optical elements with arbitrary transverse inhomogeneity
When the lens-guide model is used to represen
standing-wave cavity with lengthL, a light wave at position
z traveling to the right is physically identical to a wave
position 2L2z traveling to the left. This implies that
Ô→~z2 ,z1!5Ô←~2L2z2,2L2z1!, z2.z1 . ~2.19!
In the case of a ring laser, beams propagating in oppo
directions are physically different.
III. TRANSVERSE EIGENMODES
Since the lens guide models a periodic structure, t
pointsz andz12L that are separated by a period are phy
cally equivalent. It is therefore natural to consider lig
waves that are self-reproducing after propagation over
period. These are the transverse eigenmodes of the laser
ity @2#. When we arbitrarily select a reference plane at
propagation coordinatez5z0 , the round-trip propagation op
erators over one period starting from this reference plane
Ô→,05Ô→~z012L,z0!, Ô←,05Ô←~z0 ,z012L !.
~3.1!
From Eq.~2.16! it follows that these two operators are ea
other’s transpose, so thatÔ←,05Ô→,0
T . The transverse
eigenmodes of the system propagating to the right are












































4940 PRA 58KRISTA JOOSTEN AND GERARD NIENHUISand the corresponding transverse eigenmode propagatin
the left obeys the analogous relation
Ô←,0u f n&5gnu f n&. ~3.3!
It will become clear in a moment that the set of eigenvalu
gn is the same for both operators. Since these operators
not unitary, one cannot expect that the eigenvectors are
thogonal, or that the eigenvalues are unitary. In gene
these operators have left-hand eigenvectors with the s
eigenvalues, obeying the equalities
^vnuÔ→,05^vnugn , ^gnuÔ←,05^gnugn . ~3.4!
A left eigenvector is orthogonal to a right eigenvector a
different eigenvalue, and normalization can be chosen so
the left and right eigenmodes obey the biorthonormality c
dition
^vnuun8&5dnn8 , ^gnu f n8&5dnn8 . ~3.5!
Moreover, sinceÔ←,05Ô→,0
T , the complex conjugate of th
left eigenvectoruvn& of Ô→,0 is the right eigenvector o




Apart from any degeneracies, the sets of modes can rea
ably be assumed to be complete, so that one can form
write
Î 5( uun&^vnu5( u f n&^gnu, ~3.7!
Ô→,05( uun&gn^vnu,
~3.8!
Ô←,05( u f n&gn^gnu5( uvn!&gn^un!u.
These relations are the formal expressions of Siegm
statement@2# that the adjoint eigenmodes, which we ca
u f n&, are eigenmodes of the propagation operator in the
versed direction. The biorthogonality relations~3.5! can also
be expressed as
E dr f n~r!un8~r!5^ f n!uun8&5dnn8 . ~3.9!
The eigenmodes introduced by Siegman@2# are defined as
the eigenvectors of the propagation operator for the l
guide without the amplifying medium, so that the nonunit
ity is due to losses only, and the eigenvaluesgn have norm
smaller than 1. As a slight generalization, we include lin
gain in the definition of the propagation operators. When
gain depends on the transverse coordinater, it will modify
the transverse field distribution in an essential way. Dur
loss action the gain will adapt itself so as to compensate
the losses. This gain clamping will leave the transverse fi
distribution unchanged only when this additional nonline




















A z dependence can be included in the definition of
eigenmodes in a natural way, by allowing propagation fro
the reference planez0 . This gives
uun~z!&5Ô→~z,z0!uun &, u f n~z!&5Ô←~z,z0!u f n&.
~3.10!
Strictly speaking, this definesuun(z)& for z>z0 and u f n(z)&
for z<z0 . However, provided that the eigenvaluegn is non-
zero, the extension to overlapping domains ofz is trivial,
e.g., by settingu f n(z12L)&5u f n(z)&/gn . Then each mode
uun(z)& and u f n(z)& corresponds to a self-reproducing fie
pattern propagating down the lens guide in the rightward
leftward direction. From Eq.~2.18! it follows that the bior-
thogonality is conserved during propagation, so th
*dr f n(z,r)un8(z,r)5dnn8 for all values ofz. When the lens
guide represents a standing-wave cavity, the equivalenc
the two propagation directions allows us to choose the mo
such that
uun~z!&5u f n~2L2z!&. ~3.11!
For later convenience we introduce a measure of non
thogonality of the transverse modes, in the form
Qn~z!5
^un~z!uun~z!&^ f n~z!u f n~z!&
z ^ f n
!~z!uun~z!z2
. ~3.12!
In fact, with the normalization we have chosen in Eq.~3.5!
the denominator is unity for allz, but for clarity we use here
a notation that is independent of normalization. In view
Schwarz’s inequality, this factorQn cannot be smaller than
1. In the case considered by Siegman@2#, Qn coincides with
the transverse excess noise factor. As we shall discuss in
paper, this is no longer true for laser media that are nonu
form in the transverse direction, or in the presence of ap
tures in the cavity. Moreover, in that case, the factorQn can
vary with the longitudinal positionz. From the propagation










^ f n~z!u f n~z!&5
v2
c2k
E dru f n~z,r!u2Im «.
This demonstrates that the quantityQn as defined in Eq.
~3.12! does not vary withz as long as Im« is independent of
r. On the other hand, when Im« is transversely inhomoge
neous,Qn generally depends onz. By a similar argument,
one notices that the factor ofQn will be different on opposite
sides of an aperture, when the fractional power loss of
modeun across the aperture is different from the fraction
loss of the counterpropagating modef n5vn
! .
The significance of the factorQn for noise enhancemen
can be understood in a simple way. A noise signal is rep
sented by a stochastic fieldup&, traveling to the right. Ex-
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Assuming that the noise is transversely uniform, the
semble average of the projection onup& is proportional to the
unit operator so that
up&^pu5BÎ, ~3.15!
with B a constant measuring the strength of the noise sou
This is equivalent to the identityp(r)p!(r8)5Bd(r2r8).
When a laser is operating in a single modeuun&, the other
modes are suppressed, and only the contributionuun&^vnup&
survives in the expansion~3.14!. This shows that the noise i
the modeuun& alone has the strength
^puvn&^unuun&^vnup&5BQn . ~3.16!
This noise strength is relevant in the case of a laser opera
in the modeuun& alone. The noise contribution in a sing
normalized modeuf& out of an orthonormal basis woul
simply be
^fup&^puf&5B. ~3.17!
This shows that the factorQn gives the noise enhanceme
due to the mode nonorthogonality.
The special case of a system that is homogeneous in
propagation direction is described by a HamiltonianĤ that is
independent ofz. This situation describes pure index or ga
guiding. Then the eigenmodes ofÔ→,0 andÔ←,0 are just the
eigenmodes ofĤ, which implies that uun&5u f n&5uvn
!&
5ugn
!&. This is the case originally considered by Peterma
@3#. The nonorthogonality factorQn then coincides with Pe
termann’s excess noise factor~1.2!.
IV. SPONTANEOUS-EMISSION NOISE
Noise induced by spontaneous emission can be mod
as a stochastic dipole polarizationPW (rW,t), which must be
added to the dielectric displacementDW in Eq. ~2.1!. The con-
tribution of PW propagating to the right with the right pola
ization eW can be expressed by substituting
PW ~rW,t !→ReeWei ~kz2vt !P→~rW,t !, ~4.1!
with P→(rW,t) slowly varying in space and time. Substitutio
in Maxwell’s equation~2.1! leads to a modified version o









We consider the situation of a laser operating in a sin
transverse modeuu0(z)&. The gain will have adapted itself t
the losses in the system, such that the eigenvalueg0 has the
absolute value 1, and the wavelength will be such t









The noise contribution to the laser light then arises from
projection of the spontaneous-emission polarization~4.1!
onto this mode. The corresponding 3D adjoint mode can
constructed from the leftward-propagating mode
F~rW !5^ru f 0~rW !&e2 ikz. ~4.4!
Even though we attach no index to these modes, it will
obvious that they are a single member of a generally co
plete set of 3D modes, each one composed of a transv
eigenmode and a wave numberk. The setU(rW) is bior-
thonormal to the set of modesV(rW) that are defined as th
complex conjugate of the leftward-propagating modeF(rW).
Specifically, from Eqs.~3.5! and ~3.6! it follows that
E drWF~rW !U~rW !52L, ~4.5!
where the integration overz extends over one period 2L.
When the laser is operating in the single modeU(rW), we
can express the field as
E→~rW,t !e
ikz5a~ t !U~rW !, ~4.6!
where the mode amplitudea(t) is a stochastic quantity as
result of spontaneous emission. Here we use the fact
contributions from the noise to all modes but the lasing o
are suppressed during propagation. The evolution equa
for Eq. ~4.6! is thus given by the projection of Eq.~4.2! on
U(rW). Using the propagation equation~2.10! for the mode




E drWF~rW !P→~rW !eikz
E drWF~rW !«gr~v,rW !U~rW !
[p→~ t !. ~4.7!
The stochastic termP→ in the equation forp→(t) models the
fluctuations in the electric field due to spontaneous emiss
events. Since the spontaneous-emission events that are
eled byP→ can be assumed to be uncorrelated in time a
space, we may write
^P→
! ~r 8W ,t8!P→~rW,t !&5Bd~r 8W2rW !d~ t82t !,
~4.8!
^P→~rW,t !&50,






































4942 PRA 58KRISTA JOOSTEN AND GERARD NIENHUIScontains the intensity gain coefficientg, the refractive index
n, and the occupation numbersN1 andN2 of the lower and
upper state of the lasing transition. This expression also
lows from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem@28#. The
Langevin properties ofP→ give the identity
^p!~ t !p~ t8!&5Ad~ t2t8!, ~4.11!
where
A5S v2«0D
2 E drWF!~rW !B~rW !F~rW !
U E drWF~rW !«gr~v,rW !U~rW !U2 . ~4.12!
From Eq.~4.7! we then find
dt^a
!a&5A. ~4.13!






Here we neglect the effect of the instantaneous change in
field intensity due to spontaneous emission on the ph
which means that we assume Henry’sa factor to be equal to
0 @29#. For a field characterized by Eq.~4.6!, the total field




^a!a&E drWU!~rW !U~rW !«gr~v,rW !, ~4.15!
where the integration extends over one full period of the l
guide. The rate of change of the energyW by spontaneous
emission is therefore determined bydt^a
!a&, which is given




U E drW«grFUU2 . ~4.16!
This also determines the linewidth~4.14!.
Expression~4.15! for the energy also follows by consid
ering the Poynting vectorSW 5EW 3HW , which obeys the iden-
tity
2¹•SW 5EW •] tDW 1HW •] tBW . ~4.17!
Expressions for the time derivatives can be obtained fr
Eq. ~2.4! for n51 and a corresponding expression for] tBW
@30#. We consider a nonmagnetic material, so that the m
netic permeability ism0 . Furthermore, we assume that
E drW«0«~v!EW 25E drWm0HW 2 ~4.18!
for the mode field. This identity is easily justified for mod







ing over the fluctuations, the right-hand side of Eq.~4 17!
contains the time derivative of Eq.~4.15!. We find





^a!a&E drWU!U Im «~v! ~4.20!
is the net internal power gain. A net loss would make t
term negative. Equation~4.19! gives the energy balance o
the field in the laser cavity.
Obviously, (dtW)sp as expressed by Eq.~4.16! can also be
written as\vR, with R the spontaneous-emission rate in
the lasing mode. A similar result forR has been obtained in
a different fashion by Champagne and McCarthy@Eq. ~20! of
Ref. @23## for the special case of a semiconductor laser w
inhomogeneous material coefficients. Our derivation allo
for the presence of optical elements such as lenses and
tures anywhere in the cavity. Moreover, we indicated exp
itly how the mode and its adjoint should be determined
that case, and what approximations have been made.
V. UNIFORM MATERIAL PROPERTIES
A. Fully homogeneous material
First, we specialize the general result~4.16! for the
spontaneous-emission power to the case in which the p
erties of the medium are homogeneous in the field reg
Localized losses can occur at the end mirrors and at apert
that may be positioned anywhere inside the cavity. Then
constant values ofb and«gr can be taken out of the integra
in Eq. ~4.16!. After substituting Eq.~4.10! and using the fact





where the excess noise factorK is expressed in terms of th












dẑ f !~z!uu~z!&U2 . ~5.2!
The termgvgr in expression~5.1! represents the relative gai
per unit time, which has to be equal to the relative power l
in the steady state. This gives
gvgr5P0 /W, ~5.3!
with P0 the total power loss. SinceP0 /W is commonly de-
fined as the cavity decay rateG0 , the intuitive result
(dtW)sp5\vG0 is recovered in the special case whereK
51 and the inversion is complete. In this case Eq.~4.14! for
the linewidth reproduces the Schawlow-Townes express
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Next, we consider the situation in which the apertures
located exclusively at the output mirrors. The effective inte
sity reflectivities of the apertured mirrors are denoted asR1
~at z5L) and R2 ~at z52L, which is equivalent toz50).
When the apertures block part of the lasing mode, these
flectivities are smaller than those of the mirror surfaces,
R1 and R2 depend on the mode. The gain compensates
the losses at the mirrors and for possible homogeneous i
nal losses, expressed by the loss coefficientk, so that
e2LaR1R251, ~5.4!
with a5g2k the difference in gain and loss. Hence, t





In order to evaluate the excess noise factor~5.2!, we express
the z-depending integrands in terms of their values at








^ f ~z!u f ~z!&5e2az
1
R1
^ f ~01!u f ~01!& for L,z,2L.
Moreover,^ f !uu& is independent ofz, as argued in Sec. III
After these substitutions, the integration overz can be di-
rectly performed, with the result
K5KTKL . ~5.8!
HereKL is given by Eq.~1.3! andKT is equal to the nonor-
thogonality measureQ as defined in Eq.~3.12!, at the posi-
tion z501. In fact, in the present caseQ is independent ofz.
Equation~5.8! demonstrates that the excess noise factor
torizes into a transverse and a longitudinal part. The tra
verse part is sensitive to the phase and amplitude patter
the mode and the adjoint mode. The longitudinal factorKL is
not affected by the phase, and it is determined exclusively
the intensities of the mode and the adjoint mode as a func
of the longitudinal coordinatez.
C. Apertures in cavity
When an aperture is placed somewhere in the cavity,
field in the lens-guide picture passes the aperture twice
ing one period, once atz050 and once atz52L2z0 . The
situation is sketched in Fig. 2. The loss over one aper
depends on the transverse intensity profile of the mode.
the right-traveling eigenmodeuu& we call the effective inten-
sity transmission factorsA1 at z0 andA2 at 2L2z0 . For the
adjoint modeu f & ~which travels to the left! these factors are
















divided in two regions with different values of the nono





where region I containsz50 and region II containsz5L.
The behavior of the longitudinal field intensities^u(z)uu(z)&
and^ f (z)u f (z)& as a function ofz is fully determined by the
intensity factorsA1 andA2 across the apertures andR1 and
R2 at the mirrors, combined with the exponential behav
;exp(6az) in between. Using Eq.~5.9!, the excess noise
can be expressed as a product of the factorQ in one of the
regions times an integral expression over thez d pendence of
the longitudinal field intensities. In this way,K can be fac-
torized in a transverse contributionQ and an effective longi-
tudinal term.
As an example, we consider the case that apprecia
losses occur only at the apertures, so thatR15R251 and









FA1z0 /LS 1AA1A2 2AA2A1D
1A2
12z0 /LS 1AA1A2 2AA1A2D G
2
. ~5.11!
In Eq. ~5.10!, the termKL can be viewed as an effectiv
longitudinal excess noise factor, in whichA1 andA2 appear
in a symmetric way. The two factorsQI andQII contribute to
the effective transverse noise factorQI
z0 /LQII
12z0 /L , in accor-
dance with the size of the two regions.
It is natural to compareKL as given in Eq.~5.11! to the
corresponding longitudinal factorKL,hom for a lens guide
with two homogeneous absorbers located atz0 and 2L
2z0 , with intensity transmittivitiesA1 and A2 . In both lo-
cations, the transmittivity is the same for the mode and
adjoint. In Fig. 3 the ratioKL /KL,hom is plotted as a function
of z0 /L and ln(A1 /A2). For realistic values, this ratio deviate
only slightly from 1. Notice that the longitudinal field inten
sity ^u(z)uu(z)& of the mode is the same in these two cas
whereas the factorŝf (z)u f (z)& for the adjoint modes are
FIG. 2. Equivalent lens guide corresponding to standing-w


















4944 PRA 58KRISTA JOOSTEN AND GERARD NIENHUISdifferent. This shows that for two different situations wi
the same longitudinal mode structure, the adjoint modes
not necessarily the same.
The longitudinal noise factor~5.11! reduces to the stan
dard expression~1.3! in two special cases. Whenz05L, the
FIG. 3. RatioKL /KL,hom between longitudinal noise factors fo
cavity with aperture and equivalent lens guide with homogene
absorbers, as a function of position and transmittivity ratio;z







aperture is located at a mirror. ThenK can be written asK
5QIKL , whereKL coincides with Eq.~1.3!, with R151 and
R25A1A2 . A second special case occurs whenz05L/2.
Then Eq.~5.11! is identical to Eq.~1.3! for KL with Ri re-
placed byAi . Forz05L/2, the transverse excess noise fac
KT equalsAQIQII .
This situation demonstrates that in a standing-wave ca
with a single aperture, the two regions between the mirr
separated by the aperture generally have different value
the nonorthogonality measureQ, and thereby of the trans
verse excess noise factor. On the other hand, in a ring la
where the period 2L spans one cycle of the ring, at least tw
apertures are needed to create two separate regions with
ferentQ values.
D. Transversely homogeneous material properties
When the properties of the laser medium are inhomo
neous, it is no longer possible to extract an unambigous
cess noise factorK from Eq. ~4.16! as we did in Eq.~5.1!.
However, when the material properties vary only with t
longitudinal coordinatez, a factorization of the noise term in




E dzb~z!^ f ~z!u f ~z!&E dz«gr~z!^u~z!uu~z!&










The z-dependent intensity of the mode can be expresse
terms of a periodic functionG, defined by
^u~z!uu~z!&5G~z!^u~01!uu~01!&. ~5.13!
When the apertures are located only at the mirrors, the
responding relation for the adjoint mode reads
^ f ~z!u f ~z!&5
1
G~z!
^ f ~01!u f ~01!& ~5.14!
and the quantityQ is independent of the longitudinal coo
dinatez. Then Eq.~5.12! gives
~dtW!sp5\vcQ
E dzb~z!/G~z!E dz«gr~z!G~z!
U E dz«gr~z!U2 .
~5.15!
In this expression the nonorthogonality factorQ still plays
the role of a transverse excess noise factor.
A single aperture in the cavity at the positionz0 divides
the period into two regions with possibly different values
QI andQII , just as in the case of a fully homogeneous m
dium. Moreover, when the functionG(z) is still defined by




^ f ~z!u f ~z!&5
1
G~z!






^ f ~01!u f ~01!& for zPII.
~5.16!
When the gain medium is located exclusively in region I, t
first integral in the numerator of Eq.~5.12! only extends over
this part of the period 2L. In this case, the result~5.15! still
holds, withQ replaced byQI . The transverse excess noise
then determined by the value of the quantityQ in the gain
region.
VI. CONCLUSION
We derived a general expression for the linewidth o
single-mode laser induced by spontaneous emission. We
low for localized losses both at mirrors and at apertures,
for nonuniform properties of the laser medium. Spontane
emission is modeled as a classical fluctuating dipole po
ization. The key result is given by Eq.~4.16!, which repre-
sents the spontaneous-emission power into the lasing m
This determines the linewidth~4.14!. The three-dimensiona




























PRA 58 4945COMBINED LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE NOISE . . .A result with a structure similar to Eq.~4.16! has been
obtained in Ref.@23# for semiconductor lasers with axiall
varying material properties. Our treatment allows for ap
tures either at the mirrors or inside the cavity, which can g
rise to unstable cavities, and strong noise enhancemen
has been shown before that for homogeneous medium p
erties the nonorthogonality of the transverse modes gives
to enhancement of laser noise@3,2#. This enhancement is
given by the quantity~3.12!, which is a measure of the non
orthogonality of the transverse modes. For transversely in
mogeneous material properties, and in the presence of a
tures, this quantityQ can depend on the longitudina
coordinatez, which makes the combination of transverse a
longitudinal noise enhancement a delicate problem.
When the material properties are uniform in the transve
direction, the laser noise factorizes into a transverse enha
ment factor, given byQ, and a longitudinal factor, which
involves integrals over thez-dependent beam intensity only















when in a standing-wave laser, apertures are positione
one or both mirrors. However, when an aperture divides
cavity into two regions, the value of the transverse enhan
ment factorQ is usually different in these regions. The tot
noise enhancement can then be written as the product
longitudinal factor and an effective transverse factor. Wh
the laser medium is uniform, this separation is given in E
~5.10!. When the aperture is located in the middle of t
cavity, the transverse excess noise factor is just the geom
mean of the factorsQ pertaining to the two regions. Whe
the gain occurs in one region only, the same factorized
pression~5.15! remains valid, with the transverse factorQ
taken in the gain region.
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